Hypothetical toroidal, cylindrical, and helical analogs of C60.
Toroidal, cylindrical, and helical analogs of C(60) buckyball are theoretically constructed and analyzed. In these structures, pentagons and heptagons are separated compactly by hexagons in analogy to pentagons in C(60) and heptagons in C(168) proposed by Vanderbilt and Tersoff (1992) [2]. Specifically, all nonhexagons therein are surrounded by hexagons and hexagons are surrounded alternatively by hexagons and nonhexagons, i.e. these structures are polyhedra of Clar type with all their Clar rings nonhexagonal. Quantum chemical calculations have been carried out which show that they possess stabilities comparative to that of C(60). And their structural features are also investigated in detail. Buckled carbon nanotubes deriving from buckytori with periodically varying radii are suggested to be candidacies for the product of coalescing arrays of C(60). The helicity of the buckyhelices as a function of their characterizing shifting parameters is studied. In the limit of large shifting parameter, the buckyhelices adopt an unusual geometric form that has not been reported in the literature yet.